
SUMMARY
The annual InsurTech Award aims to advocate for technology adoption in the insurance industry. 
It recognizes independent agencies that employ InsurTech solutions to progress beyond 
tradition and advance their business. The award also aids agencies that are just starting to build 
out technology inside their operations, by providing feedback, tips, and opportunities to make 
improvements specific to their business. This year’s competition set a new record, with 165 
applications. We gathered together some topline statistics and observations from the 2020 
InsurTech Award to show how agencies across the country are embracing InsurTech solutions in 
multiple ways. ePayPolicy congratulates all 165 applicants and we look forward to seeing 
momentum in next year’s award.

WHO APPLIED
Most agencies had a blend
of Personal and Commercial
Insurance.

HOW THEY
SCORED

72% OF AGENCIES SAID THEIR BUDGET
FOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS HAS INCREASED
*Only 3% said it has decreased
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51%
wrote $5 million or less in annual premiums per year

81%
had less than 25 employees



TEAM ORGANIZATION WAS ANOTHER HARD-HIT 
CATEGORY FOR AGENCIES. 
Only 29% of companies were using a task management system like Trello or Asana to keep 
track of company tasks and projects.
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MARKETING AUTOMATION IS THE BIGGEST PROBLEM 
COMPANIES WANTED TO ADDRESS IN TERMS 
OF TECHNOLOGY
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eSIGNATURE
was the most offered 
online client service 
by agencies

ONLY 35% OF AGENCIES HAD 
AN FAQ SECTION ON THEIR WEBSITE
This is a great way to save staff time by having frequently asked 
questions answered on your site, allowing prospects 
and customers to find answers on their own.

THOUGH THE MAJORITY OF AGENCIES 
REPORTED THAT THEIR CLIENTS HAVE 
THE ABILITY TO PAY DIGITALLY, 
18% of these said that most of their clients do not use digital 
payments or are unaware the agency provides it.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Agencies are utilizing a 
variety of social media 
channels to interact with 
their clients and prospects.

According to a study by the Project Management Institute, businesses with 
a clear project management structure in place have 38% more successful 
projects that met their original goals than those that did not.   

2021 applications will open in May on insurtechaward.com




